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Correspondent from Iraq 

Cleric can't be political ruler 

 
That ideology of political Islam, Khomeini Hendi brought to Iranians, wasn't an existent in modern 
politics history, that's meaning that world's modern history didn't see that state is ruled by political 
theocrat same what is at today in Iran. We know that function or job of clerics, for different religions 
either Islam, Christianity, etc, is function just includes preaching and educating people with their 
religion teachings or affairs within mosques, churches and temples to worship God, but what happened 
in Iran during Islamic overthrow is a turning cleric into political ruler governs the state in addition to 
his religious position or job and this is impossible because religion can't be harmonize with politics 
because political interests and necessities conflict with religious affairs. That involving the religion to 
planning and directing politics of any country is a big wrong will result in a happening a lot of 
negativities and restriction of ideological and religious freedoms for community because in such case, 
clerics will become a faction or class of political theocrats fanatics for their ideology ignoring all other 
free ideological voices and inclinations that disagree their ideology in the process of, that country 
politicos would not be planned for interest of people and nation, but it would subject to individual 
decision of cleric and not to successful political decisions politicians plan to their countries. as you 
know, that religious inclinations are much different than political interests or inclinations regarding the 
planning interior or exterior politics of any country where that cleric determines a relation of his 
country towards others countries according to his religion's situation towards these countries and not 
according to current international interests that determine the international relations among countries 
for example, if we supposed that religion situation for some country, which adopts theocracy regime, 
towards another country was a negative situation or situation based on a bad historical relation 
happened in past time so, exterior politics to that country should be harmonized with a situation of that 
religion towards that state or country. in this case, that religion is who will direct interior and exterior 
politics to the country ignoring political planning role hence, that all state's political decisions will 
become unsuccessful and infertile because they are a based on religious vision for reality and not 
according to real political vision based on international law and nations relations with each other. In 
addition to all that, that cleric is not professional politician, so, he ignores a lot of professional political 
affairs each politician should know. 
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Everybody of us generates a sense for the ridicule towards Iranian clerics when we see them taking 
their positions in political posts instead of, they just include their existence within mosques or religious 
and social posts to educating and preaching people for their religious affairs. That mission of a cleric is 
religious mission and not political mission because when cleric get out from his religious message to 
become ruler, that he will turn into deceptive and quack person tries to deceive people using religion 
for his political and personal goals he seeks, in the process of, that religion will turn into mask cleric 
uses to cover of it his faults and mistakes before people, and religion also will turn into a play cleric 
plays of as he wants to responding and fulfilling his personal intentions. Religion should not deviate 
from his educational and preaching mission to people to serving personal inclinations and missions for 
some clerics. That religion is for God and not for any minor goal else gets out it from its divine 
mission. When cleric becomes ruler that he gives the full right for himself to violate and confiscate 
rights of people because in the name of religion, he will allow himself to doing everything his personal 
interest requires. Our modern history has seen bloodshed of a lot of innocents due to stupidities of 
Islamists clerics in nowadays who gave the right to themselves in a name of religion to playing with 
people wills they subject to their control to carrying out anything they ask from those people. When 
cleric becomes a ruler or politician official that he gives the right to himself to doing anything he wants 
from people subjected to his will justifying his decisions that it are holy divine orders issued from God 
and all people should carry out and respect his decisions hence, if ruler cleric said to people "go in the 
name of God to kill yourself" so they should go, and if he said to people, "I want get your property in 
the name of God" so people should accept that, since all orders issued from ruler cleric are divine 
orders in a name of religion, thereby, that religious ruler can get what he wants from people justifying 
them that all he does are divine orders issued from God and each person should obey his orders 
otherwise he is a pervert person and disobedient to God orders.  
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